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A New Definition of the Power
Balance in the Peninsula
How the US was sidelined 
in the Post-Olympic truce talks

Associate researcher, Fondation pour la recherche stratégique (FRS).Morgane FARGHEN

The atmosphere of reconciliation prevailing at the Olympic Games in
PyeongChang in February 2018 tentatively dissipated the stress fueled
months before, and relegated the noise of nuclear and missiles tests to the

past, along with the verbal threats and fear of escalation that succeeded.

The upcoming agenda for talks was not yet disclosed, that the prospect of
resuming a dialogue on the peninsula was already in everyone’s mind. North
Korea’s diplomatic move to join South Korea in the Games under the aegis of sport
diplomacy did indeed contribute to easing tensions between the two countries,
paving the way for tentative talks on unification. But beside the idealistic 
picture of normalization, some nonetheless expressed doubts about the sincerity
of the Pyongyang regime seeing a tactical move behind the goodwill gesture.

To give talks a chance requires that every stakeholder is willing to embrace
such a path. This was clearly lacking in the current context and should have attrac-
ted the attention of observers, who seemed mostly engaged in painting a rosy pic-
ture of the situation. Obviously, neither the United States nor North Korea seemed
to have been so spontaneous in the reopening a dialogue. Their lack of spirit could
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even raise questions about whose interests these talks would serve if not primarily
those of the two stakeholders in the first place.

South Korea presented the North Korean diplomatic move as a sponta-
neous gesture resulting from the international pressure, but it would be naive to
negate the artifice behind the natural. The diplomatic ballet that predated the
Olympic Games in North East Asia gave the event a not so spontaneous feature.
What was presented as a spontaneous move by North Korea was indeed a well-
orchestrated initiative that involved various stakeholders that have interacted more
or less directly to shape an opportunity for talks. The Olympic Games offered an
opportunistic platform and the South Korean leader, was certainly the best person
to promote an overture.

How Seoul presented the North Korean diplomatic gesture to the United
States, further accentuated the sense that the move was not so spontaneous.
According to South Korean official version, the pressure exerted on North Korea
finally created the conditions for such an opening. Apparently, the move was a
capitulation of North Korea, a narrative that Pyongyang denied straightforward. It
is hard to say whether President Moon was serious when presenting this interpre-
tation: he almost mocked the American president by mimicking him, as he was
mentioning the very personal and “huge” pressure exerted directly by Donald
Trump. For sure, Pyongyang rejected this conventional version.

The series of high ranking diplomatic reactions following the announce-
ment of coming talks, confirmed the sense that the event was orchestrated. The
General Secretary of the United Nations delivered a message of hope for nuclear
disarmament, while China and Russia encouraged upcoming talks. The success
was still a far-away promise, however it already looked like no one could but
embrace it as a new reality. In this diplomatic maelstrom, the great number of
high-ranking official reactions reflected the proportional number of stakeholders
that would ultimately pretend to influence the course of the talks. Everyone was
on track, even the disarmament movement.

That the initiative would not come first and solely from North Korea could
be a detail in normal time, it would have the potential to take a more subversive
tonality in time of critical crisis. The subject of a dispute on the peninsula is the
proliferation of nuclear weapons in a complex environment where rivalry has
replaced strategic competition between major powers. At stake, the ending of
nuclear proliferation and the consolidation of the rules-based order - from the
American perspective; the removing of American presence on its periphery, from
China’s perspective. Potentially the crisis may result in the reshaping of the strate-
gic landscape in North East Asia.
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The origin of the initiative was probably well-founded, nonetheless it
would have a series of implications, beginning with the reshuffling of the diplo-
matic cards in the crisis management, at the expense of the United States. The
prospect of talks temporarily released tensions but it didn’t end the fierce compe-
tition at play between China and the United States under the backdrop of prolife-
ration. It only moved the competition in the diplomatic realm, giving the crisis
management an unexpected high political and strategic turn.

North Korea’s sensitive programs do not represent the same level of threat
for every stakeholder in the region. For Japan that saw powerless missiles flying
over its territory and that is assimilated as an enemy of the North Korean regime,
along with the United States, proliferation is simply and understandingly, unac-
ceptable. For China, that remains a formal ally of North Korea, the situation is 
different. Proliferation in its neighborhood doesn’t represent a threat. To the
contrary, China still sees the folkloric communist regime, as a counter-balance to
the United States. It sure is troublesome at some point, but provides the conve-
nient opportunity to divert attention.

To create the conditions for a consensus, one need to make every stakehol-
der feels like they are getting the biggest part of the cake. This prerequisite framed
by Henry Kissinger has apparently been neglected. Washington didn’t feel like the
project of talks would give the best peace option available. A sign that the US has
been neglected and disregarded, was when the American security team seemed to
be taken by surprise by the opening move. Instead of praising it, it has delivered
cautious and skeptical messages.

Contrary to Moon Jae-in, the South Korean president, who rejoiced at the
promise of talks he had been waiting for months, the American security team
couldn’t take signs of opening for granted. Previous similar experiences have shown
that North Korea could seize the transitioning period as a chance to take the upper
hand. And that Seoul accommodated Pyongyang by accepting to freeze the mili-
tary exercises during the Olympic truce, was not inducing confidence.

Contrary to South Korea’s positive interpretation of talk prospects and
expected easing of tensions, the United States had to adapt by adopting a series of
measures to prevent North Korea from taking the whole benefit of the situation.
The charm-offensive, could please the South Korean leader, it could also serve
North Korea’s interests; and beyond, China’s interests as well. By potentially relea-
sing pressure on North Korea; it gave it the opportunity to improve its image; as
well as time to pursue its sensitive activities.

Paradoxically, a reversal of the atmosphere on the peninsula and the easing
of bilateral inter-Korean pressures would also force the United States to counter-
balance the immediate and undesirable damage to Washington’s strategic planning
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in the region. It would have to send the parents of Otto Wambier to Seoul to
remind the true nature of the leader; to send strategic bombers to consolidate
deterrence; and to remind South Korea that its final aim remained denucleariza-
tion, to prevent it from conveying North Korea opposite agenda.

The push for resuming talks on the peninsula, reinitiated the crisis mana-
gement in a sense that favored North Korea, it also confirmed Washington as being
sidelined, confronting it to strategic solitude. As a fait-exprès, the initiative was
addressed to Seoul instead of Washington. While North Korea could seize the
opportunity to improve its image, the US would be subjected to a double lesson—
the loss of leadership in the crisis management, and a crisis of follower-ship. With
the exception of Japan, that still stands along with Washington, other allies were
already more fragile.

To measure the impact the truce could produce, it is important to remem-
ber the formidable political coup China achieved a few months ago, when it rever-
sed trends to take the advantage in the crisis management, to the expense of the
United States. A year ago, the United States was leading a wise coalition to coun-
ter proliferation. Most of Western capitals were following up for the sake of peace
and security. A few months later, Paris and Seoul reversed their position, to join in
Beijing’s alternative peace narrative, in a move that isolated the United States and
comforted China.

From this perspective, it was pretty clear that beyond North Korea, China
was in a good position as it only had to capitalize on it to further advance its agenda,
along with North Korea, the other indirect beneficiary. The opening policy had the
potential to release pressure to provide Seoul with the opportunity of resuming
talks, it would have a strategic cost for the United States, that would have to 
restore its leadership in a complex environment where China could take it as a
second chance to impose its own agenda to solve the crisis and to pursue its own
strategic interests.

The diplomatic truce gave talks a chance; it can paradoxically serve the
interests of those that are responsible for the proliferation in the first place. North
Korea and China only have to again capitalize on the situation, to further promote
their alternative agenda. The diplomatic truce tentatively eased tensions; but it
encouraged a radicalization of Washington’s stance, by creating the sense that
China won a political victory in the crisis management, in which the control of the
narrative has become a major stake.

North Korea whose interest is to gain time to pursue its programs in order
to ultimately impose its nuclear status as a fait accompli can rejoice from a de facto
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release of tensions. Meanwhile the prospect of negotiations with a wise internatio-
nal support, gives it a chance to further increase pressure on the United States to
get concessions it would otherwise never expect. North Korea requires an interna-
tional nuclear status along with the withdrawing of the United States from the
peninsula, if possible with the agreement of Seoul.



Finally, being sidelined, the United States doesn’t have any other alternative
than to toughen its stance in order to impose its own agenda and conditions, and
restore its leadership. It has reshuffled the head of the State Department, by 
nominating Mike Pompeo instead of Rex Tillerson. It is now working to prepare
a working level meeting with a North Korean delegation. It will probably attempt
to impose a bottom up approach that would better fit the situation to verify any
commitments, while the military option remains on the table.
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